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Who are we and why are we writing this? 

This text was written by 3 Anarchist drop-outs from the UK. By 

“Anarchist” we mean that we reject capitalism and the state, 

believing they should be fought through direct action, self-

organisation and international solidarity. By “drop-outs” we 

mean we’ve been living a lifestyle where we deliberately didn’t 

have jobs and tried to avoid having to use money as much as pos-

sible. In our case this meant living in squats or sofa-surfing, get-

ting a lot of what we needed from bins, and shoplifting. It is im-

portant to stress that not everyone living in this lifestyle is an 

Anarchist, and not all Anarchists live in this lifestyle.  

In February 2012 we made a plan to head to Morocco. We didn’t 

have anything better to do, or any commitments keeping us in 

the UK, and it seemed like it could be both fun and politically 

important. The political, Anarchist sides of ourselves were inter-

ested in understanding how the border between the E.U. 

Schengen Zone and the rest of the world in Morocco, could best 

be challenged.  Anarchists in many of the other parts of the E.U. 

external border (Italy, Greece) seemed quite organised in their 

efforts to attack the border and show solidarity to clandestine 

migrants trying to enter, and stay in the E.U. But no-one we 

knew had heard about anything happening at the Spanish-

Moroccan border.  

The slightly hedonistic, drop-out sides of ourselves were just up 

for a mad hitchhiking and train-jumping adventure through 

Spain, taking a detour to go to a free festival run by other UK 

dropout types in Portugal. We were also interested in the city of 

Tangiers in Morocco because some of the intellectual and literary 

forerunners of our subculture had lived there in the 1950’s – the 

Beat Poets, specifically William Burroughs, Jack Kerouac and 

Alan Ginsberg. As writers we had already been experimenting 

with doing similar things to them- taking drugs, living like a 

bum, getting in scrapes with authority figures, and then writing 

about it all in a very subjective, free-form kind of way. 
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Sexism 

 

There is a lot of sexism in Morocco. I pretended to be married, after a 

particularly harrowing incident in which a man I got a lift with onto 

the ferry tried to have sex with me. However, it is not the only or by 

any means the best way of avoiding sexism.  

In some ways this may be further entrenching patriarchal relations 

in Morocco by affirming these beliefs. However, I was tired of con-

stantly defending myself and found it easier this way. Morocco is a 

patriarchal country, women do not enjoy the same rights as men and 

women are treated differently.  

White women or Tourists are especially hassled by men, and you must 

be aware of this before coming. It gets tiring and can be very frustrat-

ing. It is not just Moroccon men who act this way either. Many of the 

migrants living in Morocco also hold similar views.  

 

Touts/Pickpockets 

 

They are everywhere. There are literally hundreds of people, usually 

men in their thirties, who make a living from trying to act as middle-

men between tourists and various shops and other businesses, so that 

they get paid commission. People try and rip you off constantly, even 

if like us you have no money and keep saying so.   

Keep money hidden in a safe place and tell touts to go away.  

(In Morocco Dialect Arabic : Go Away Please : Imshee, Min fadlik.) 

However, try not to get too worked up about it. There's no point get-

ting angry or aggressive, just be polite and firm and you'll be fine. Be-

cause of the sheer amount of people who keep hassling you to buy 

things from them or people they know, it’s easy to get automatically 

suspicious of anyone who talks to you on the street. But Moroccan 

culture is genuinely friendlier than many European countries and 

lots of people on the street are just trying to be nice.  

HASH 

There is a lot of it. It’s really cheap and semi-legal. Alcohol is also 

available. And loads of really sugary tea and coffee. Just saying.  
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ANARCHO-TOURIST INFO: 

Tangiers Anarcho-Tourist Information Office 

If you are a European Anarchist or likeminded activist interested in the 

situation in Morocco and want to come and learn more about it, contact 

us at nobordersmorocco@riseup.net. 

By the end of 2012 we aim to have set up an “Anarcho-tourism” office, 

which can be a first point of call for people arriving in sympathy with 

the following aims: 

1. “NOT” to work with migrants and Moroccan citizens to set up a 

militant, non-hierarchical migrant solidarity project in Morocco 

based on direct action and an anti-capitalist anti-imperialist and 

anti-state analysis. 

2. “NOT” to make links with Moroccan feminists and Queer activists 

in order to take militant action alongside them to combat patriar-

chy in Morocco. 

3. DEFINITeLY “NOT” to be part of a broad self-organised working-

class movement to overthrow King Mohammed VI and create a 

libertarian revolution in Morocco and Western Sahara. 

Getting to Tangiers 

The easiest way to get to Tangiers is to get the ferry from Algeciras to 

Tangier Med. Once there, you can get a bus for 25 Dh (Approximately 

2.50€) into Tangier City. You can pay for a foot passenger ticket for 

around 20 to 25 euros, depending on the company. This is a lot cheaper 

than the boat from Tariffa directly to Tangier, even though that cross-

ing takes a lot less time. 

It is possible to hitch the crossing. To do this you must follow the signs 

pointing in the direction of Tangiers and wait by the roundabout that 

you get to before driving to the ferry and loading bays. Or, alternatively 

you can go right to where the ferry is about to load and ask for a lift 

there from the waiting lorries. However, the Civil Guard may hassle 

you here. Lorries are the only vehicles that you can get a lift with (or so 

we think).  

Warning; If you are a woman travelling be wary of sleazy men who 

think you are going to have sex with them. If they act at all creepy then 

tell them to fuck off. Very Firmly. 
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So this text has two different sides to it. On the one hand 

we are trying to explain to people about the specifics of the 

Spanish-Moroccan border situation, and what we think the 

European anti-border movement could usefully contribute 

to the situation. On the other we are trying to tell you 

about our subjective experience of our trip to Morocco in 

what is hopefully an interesting and amusing way.  

Writing about our own subjective experiences will hopeful-

ly help to explain other aspects of the situation which are 

important to us – patriarchy and racism. You cannot un-

derstand patriarchy or racism just by looking objectively 

about how they function as systems. The subjective experi-

ences of women and LGBTQ people and people of racial mi-

norities have to be taken into account. Obviously the kinds 

of racism we experienced as white people in a predominate-

ly Arab country is incomparably different from the kinds 

of racism experienced by the Black, sub-Saharan African 

people who we hung out with, but it is racism nonetheless. 

The gender oppression that the 2 female members of our 

group experienced, and the extreme gender privilege that 

the one male member of our group experienced, was an eye-

opener in many ways, not that any of us are blind to the 

patriarchal dynamics existing in our own culture.  

Nonetheless, if you are more interested in the straightfor-

ward political part of the text, then of course you can skip 

through the other parts. If for some reason you are more 

interested in our writing style and experiences, then you 

can skip through the political content, but we hope you 

won’t. 
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Migrant Workers and Global Justice: 

Most migrants that we met in Morocco and Spain were not 

“refugees” in the sense of fleeing from wars or natural disasters. 

They were people coming to Europe with the aim of working to 

make money to send back to their families in Morocco or Sub-

Saharan Africa. Some people seem to think that it’s not fair that 

migrant workers come into Europe to “take our jobs”, and this is 

the perspective that most politicians, Left and Right, and newspa-

pers in Europe also spread. 
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This sequence of events (see map pg 19) only goes to show how the 

EU’s expensive border control policies, involving both direct force 

in its own territories and foreign policy deals with non-EU states, 

only makes migration into the EU more dangerous and deadly for 

migrants. These policies will never actually stop migration. The 

economic incentives to come to Europe to work are simply too 

strong for people coming from countries devastated by centuries 

of colonial and neo-colonial exploitation by European and other 

Northern powers. The shame of returning home as a failure to 

your family after they have spent everything they have to pay for 

you to travel to Europe is also far too great for most migrants to 

face up to.    
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In 2005 after the mass stormings of the border fences at Ceuta and 

Melilla, the EU responded by pumping millions of Euros into bor-

der control measures, in ways which dramatically changed the 

routes that these boats bringing migrants took. 

Firstly, Frontex introduced the  SIVE radar to the seas near the 

Canary Islands, making it even harder for boats to reach the Ca-

naries from Western Sahara than it already was. Migrants and peo-

ple smugglers responded by moving further south, into Maurita-

nia, to launch their boats, bypassing the area between Western Sa-

hara and the Canaries, where SIVE was operating. 

Hot on their heals, the EU quickly made a deal with the Mauritani-

an government, offering them millions of Euros in development 

aid in exchange for repatriation agreements. This agreement al-

lowed Frontex to dump any migrants found at Sea onto Mauritani-

an soil, so that the EU no longer had to go through the lengthy pro-

cess of sending back to where they were actually from, speeding 

up the process of patrolling the sea and catching migrants. Mauri-

tanian security forces also stepped up efforts to repress migrants 

in their territory. 

This meant that migrants and people smugglers had to drastically 

change routes again, starting from Senegal, which is where the big-

gest group of migrants passing through Morocco are from in the 

first place. The boat crossing from Mauritania to the Canaries was 

already hundreds of miles further than from Western Sahara, now 

these small wooden row boats were having to travel thousands of 

miles through treacherous ocean waves. All these changes took 

place within two months, in September and October of 2005. 
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However, it depends on what you mean by “fair”. The EU is only 

so rich because of the legacy of Imperialism. The European Union 

is an association of some of the most powerful countries in the 

world. The governments of Western Europe (especially Spain, 

Portugal, Britain, France, Belgium and Holland) between them 

used to directly rule almost the entire rest of the world, after 

centuries of trying to outdo each other through imperialist wars 

beginning in 1492 when Spain both invaded Latin America and 

expelled the Moors to Morocco.  
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For over 500 years European countries (and later the US, Russia and Chi-

na) have been exploiting the natural resources and labour forces of Afri-

can, Latin American and Asian countries. In the twentieth century most 

countries in these regions were theoretically “independent” with their 

own flags, national anthems and governments made up of native people, 

usually from whichever ethnic group the European powers had made 

dominant. However, in reality the economic exploitation of these coun-

tries’ workers and natural resources (by mainly E.U., U.S., Russian or 

Chinese corporations— the “Global North”) has continued.  
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FUCKED UP SITUATION NO.3: BOAT CROSSINGS 

The main way that people cross the border from Morocco to Spain is by 

sea. There are many smugglers who make a living charging people hun-

dreds of euros to cram into tiny, poor quality row boats, called 

“pateras”.  

This way of crossing the sea to Morocco used to be mainly done over the 

Straits of Gibraltar, which is only 14 kilometres wide at some points, 

over quite calm seas. The idea of rowing that distance in a poor quality 

boat is perhaps not that bad, the only danger being getting noticed by 

boat patrols working for Frontex or the Spanish border police. 

 People would also often row from the coast of Western Sahara, which 

is under Moroccan military occupation and so has an open border to Mo-

rocco, to the Canary Islands, which are under the control of Spain. 

Once migrants are in the Canary Islands they can apply for asylum and 

are then allowed to travel to mainland Spain.   

Now however, in both the Straits of Gibraltar and the sea around the 

Canary Islands, Frontex has built the S.I.V.E. radar system which is so-

phisticated enough to detect a human heartbeat from a distance. This 

means that row boats, which wouldn’t show up on a normal radar be-

cause they are so small and made of wood, can now be detected, and the 

Frontex/Spanish police boats can go and apprehend them.  
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 The storming of the fences by gangs of migrants is an incredibly 

brave collective action, as often around 18 of them will die in the 

attempts, and only about the same amount will actually make it 

over. They show that migrants are organising amongst themselves 

to take radical collective direct action against the physical struc-

ture of the border itself, and so surely deserve the solidarity of an-

ti-borders activists and anarchists in Europe. 
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This is because almost all countries are in debt to financial institu-

tions like the IMF, the World Bank and various others. These banks 

are capitalist businesses running for a profit, and they make de-

mands on the governments that are in debt to them about how to 

run their economies. These banks force governments to adopt 

“Free trade” policies which mean they can’t put any barriers to 

corporations from other countries coming in, buying land and re-

sources, exploiting workers, and taking the profits out of the coun-

try. Because of the legacy of Imperialism, most of the corporations 

that can take advantage of this are from the global North, because 

they are already rich and powerful enough to do so. 
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Most people are aware that there is a huge gap between the rich 

“Global north” and the poor “global south” and that this gap is 

growing. “Free trade” (also known as neoliberal) theory says that 

the way to stop this is through “development” of the poor coun-

tries. There are three main ways that the mainstream media and 

politicians talk about transferring wealth from Rich to Poor 

countries: 
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Nevertheless, migrants are determined to enter Ceuta and Melilla. 

Many risk drowning by trying to swim around the border fences, 

and drowned bodies regularly turn up on the shores.  

It is also not uncommon for groups of around 300 migrants to team 

up and attack the border fences together. This happened famously 

in 2005, when 18 migrants died in Ceuta and 6 more a month later 

in Melilla. These events in 2005 got a lot of attention from the me-

dia, human rights groups, and the governments themselves, who 

increased the heights of the fences and the funding for border con-

trols as a direct response.  

The 2005 mass storming's of the fences were not just a one-off. One 

happened at Melilla during the time we were there, with over a 

dozen deaths, and then again in a few weeks later, which we read 

about in a Spanish newspaper. 
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If migrants manage to not get caught in the time it takes to get 

over both fences, or three in the case of Melilla, then they are in 

Spanish territory and can apply for asylum. 

 It used to be the case that as soon as they applied for asylum they 

were given a “yellow card” which gave them permission to get on 

the boat to mainland Europe and then either be granted asylum or 

just disappear into the underground if not.  

Now the Spanish government gives them a “red card” instead, 

which means they are just stuck there. This can still be better than 

being stuck in Morocco, because the amount of money to be made 

from begging or informal work is a lot higher, but they face at-

tacks by Spanish fascist gangs and are kept in a state of dependen-

cy by state run charities like CEPI which allow the police in to 

round up people who have been denied asylum.  
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1. Development Aid is money that rich governments directly 

give to poor governments to develop their economies.  Most of 

this money usually ends up back in the hands of “Northern” 

companies, because the rich governments say that the poor 

governments must use it for things like military spending and 

infrastructure projects, which are usually built by 

“Northern” companies. A lot of this “Development Aid” mon-

ey is also just stolen by corrupt politicians in the poor coun-

tries. Either way, hardly any of it actually goes to helping the 

poor people of the “Southern” countries. 

2. Then there is “Foreign Direct Investment” (FDI) which is 

money that companies and banks from rich countries invest 

in companies or projects in poor countries. Of course, when 

they invest in things they want to make a profit, so this form 

of transferring wealth from rich to poor countries is even 

more obviously a lie which just keeps money in the hands of 

Northern capitalists. 

3. Finally we have “Non-governmental organisations” (NGO’s) 

such as charities and similar groups. The most powerful of 

these are heavily funded by Northern corporations or govern-

ments, or from donations from people in Northern countries, 

gained by shiny advertising campaigns that portray people in 

poorer countries as unable to help themselves. Smaller NGO’s 

that have a priority on actually empowering poorer people so 

they don’t need help from richer people are usually very bad-

ly funded and not very well known about, which means they 

are not as effective as they could be. Though NGOs often do 

very good work in terms of saving lives, on the whole they 

could be said to be keeping poor people in a position of de-

pendency, rather than helping them escape poverty. 
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All three of the above have serious problems in terms of achieving 

“Fairness” for poor people who are only poor in the first place be-

cause foreigners have been stealing from their countries for centu-

ries. But in fact there is a fourth major way that money is trans-

ferred  from Rich to Poor countries, which in the case of many 

poor countries adds up to more than any of the three forms we 

have just looked at. 

 This is the money that migrant workers from the “South” who 

are working in the “North” send back to their home countries, 

known as migrant worker “remittances”. 
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If migrants trying to enter Ceuta or Melilla manage to avoid get-

ting rounded up and taken to Oujda, or shot at by Moroccan police 

near the Enclave borders, they are faced with an 18 meter high 

fence with Razor wire at the top. If they manage to get over this 

fence with a homemade ladder, seriously cutting their hands, they 

are then faced with another fence exactly the same.  

In the area between the two fences there are patrols of Spanish 

Guardia Civil (Civil Guard) who are military police, and heavily 

armed. The fences have heat sensors and CCTV all along them to 

alert the patrols. If the Guardia Civil catch migrants they either 

shot and kill them, or open up gates in the fences and chuck them 

back into Morocco. This is illegal, since the migrants are technical-

ly on Spanish territory and so should have the right to apply for 

asylum before being deported like this. 
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The Moroccan State has always claimed that Ceuta and Melilla 

should be part of Morocco and claims that Spain is being imperial-

istic by keeping them. Most of the North of Morocco was a Spanish 

colony in the early 20th Century, so the enclaves are seen as a lega-

cy of this colonialism.  

However this claim by Morocco seems to be more of a show than 

anything else, perhaps a way for the Moroccan government to ap-

pear anti-imperialist to the people, while it is in fact accepting mil-

lions of Euros a year from it’s former colonial occupiers. You 

would think that if a country wanted to take over a part of terri-

tory right next to it, it would do everything it could to make the 

border there easy to cross. But in fact Morocco is protecting the 

borders of Spain’s Enclaves with deadly force, and being paid by 

the E.U. to do so. 
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Therefore it could be argued that the people who are doing the 

most to transfer money from the unfairly rich North to the unfair-

ly poor South are not Governments, Corporations or even NGOs. 

They are migrant workers. The money that goes into poor coun-

tries through remittances goes directly into the hands of people in 

those countries, not through the government, corporations or 

NGOs. This can be seen as an example of poor people solving their 

own problems, rather than needing richer peoples’ help, but it is 

rarely talked about like this in Europe.  

Is it really “unfair” for Southern migrant workers to come to the 

EU and other rich parts of the world in order to send money back 

to the countries robbed by the Global North for centuries? Or is it 

actually more “unfair” for the EU to use extreme violence, arbi-

trary detention and racist propaganda to try and stop them?  
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FORTRESS EUROPE 

The “Schengen Agreement” of 1985 started to remove bor-

der controls between European countries. This agreement 

created the “Schengen Zone” covering most of Europe, in 

which people no longer have to show passports to cross bor-

ders. This is of benefit to capitalists as workers within Eu-

rope are able to migrate to where capitalists need them 

most.  Workers from poorer European countries who mi-

grate to richer ones are usually paid less, or made to work 

harder for the same pay.  
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FUCKED UP SITUATION NO.2: ENCLAVE FENCES 

On the North coast of Morocco there are two cities that are actu-

ally part of the territory of the Spanish State: Ceuta and Melilla, 

known as “enclaves” because they are surrounded by Moroccan 

territory. Ceuta is on the other side of the Straits of Gibraltar to 

the town of Algeciras on the Spanish mainland and the British 

territory of Gibraltar. Melilla is a few hundred miles down the 

coast to the East, on the other side of the Mediterranean from 

the Spanish city of Almeria.  
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When people without papers are found on the street or in house 

raids, they are arrested and detained at local police stations until 

there are enough of them to fill up a truck to Oujda. This some-

times takes many days, in which time they often face abuse and 

are given little or no food or medical care. The lack of medical 

care is especially dangerous as arrested migrants often include 

pregnant women and people who have been violently attacked 

during arrest. 

Migrants and their allies in Morocco try to organise against this by 

hiding and sounding alarms when they see the police coming. This 

sounding of alarms could be a useful solidarity activity for Euro-

pean visitors to Morocco. Foreigners, especially those who are 

white, are generally treated with more respect by Moroccan po-

lice and less likely to face consequences for doing this.  
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At the same time as the borders inside Europe are disappearing, bor-

der controls at the edges of the EU are getting tougher and tougher. 

This is creating a situation in which an essentially racist division 

between European and non-European peoples is being maintained 

and strengthened by increasingly violent military structures, paid 

for by European taxpayers themselves. 

The member states of the EU have created an organisation called 

FRONTEX (short for “external frontier”) to coordinate border con-

trols in all E.U. countries that are at the edges of Europe. This organ-

isation has a multimillion dollar budget which it spends on some of 

the most high-tech border surveillance systems possible,  
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HI-TECH FRONTEX BORDER BULLSHIT INCLUDES: 

  “T.A.L.O.S.” unmanned robotic armed vehicles to pa-

trol land borders and detain migrants at gunpoint  

  “S.I.V.E.” radar systems capable of detecting a human 

heartbeat from kilometres away, to monitor sea bor-

ders.  

 Multimillion Euro Funding for more traditional securi-

ty measures: guns, handcuffs, prison cells and 18-meter 

high fences topped with razor wire, surrounded by 

CCTV cameras, such as exist in the Spanish Moroccan 

“enclaves” of Ceuta and Melilla.  
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FUCKED UP SITUATION NO.1: OUJDA 

The town of Oujda is on the border between Morocco and Algeria. It 

is at the large police station here that the Moroccan police keep Mi-

grants before they “deport” them. These deportations are illegal un-

der international law. Migrants are not sent back to their home 

countries or even to the country they entered Morocco from, instead 

they are dumped on the other side of the Algerian border and left 

without food, clothes or medical care. This has created a permanent 

community of migrants living precariously in camps along the Alge-

rian/Morocco border. 

We were told that every Friday police round up migrants without 

papers in all the Moroccan cities and areas with high migrant popu-

lations: e.g. Tangier, Larache, Ceuta, Nador. This is done on Fridays 

as its the Muslim holy day, when there are less people on the streets 

because they are at home with their families, praying and eating tra-

ditional couscous.  This means there are less people around to see 

the police brutality and therefore there is less accountability.  
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Morocco is an absolute monarchy where the King (currently Mo-

hammed VI), has total power.  Criticising the King in public is 

enough to get sent to Jail.   

Police have huge, unchecked, arbitrary power over the people, 

and it is difficult to get a fair trial if arrested.  

In a huge part of the territory that the Moroccan state claims as 

its own, known as “Western Sahara”, there has a direct military 

occupation and martial law for decades, because of war between 

the State and an armed independence movement called the Poli-

sario front. 

Human rights, therefore, are respected even less in Morocco than 

in the E.U. This is especially the case for migrants passing 

through Morocco to the E.U.  

They mainly come from West African countries such as Maurita-

nia, Senegal, Nigeria, Sierra Leone and others. Many of these mi-

grants end up staying in Morocco for years, trapped by the mur-

derous border security measures taken by the Moroccan state 

and Frontex as part of the Buffer Zone policy.  
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€

Governments throughout the E.U. are adopting common policies such 

as: 

 Quotas for how many immigrants they will allow into their ter-

ritories as workers, and how many people they will accept as 

“asylum seekers”.  

 Creating prisons called “detention centres” or “immigration re-

moval centres” for migrants while they are waiting either to 

hear if they have been granted permission to stay, or if they will 

be deported.  

 Increasingly tough policing and surveillance policies in order to 

catch people without papers and take them to these detention 

centres.  

 Deporting people to countries even if they face danger or death.  

These similarities in policies are not coincidental, they are the result 

of common agreements made between these countries as part of the 

EU structures.  This is why we call it “Fortress Europe”. 
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Time line of Moroccan migration history: 

1580s– Catholics drive out Moorish Arabs from Spain and conquer 

Ceuta and Melilla on North Shore of Morocco. 

1956– Moroccan Independence from joint Spanish and French co-

lonial rule. Ceuta and Melilla remain Spanish . 

1957—the Beat Poets come to Tangiers to take drugs, have queer 

sexual adventures and write about it off the top of their heads. 

1960– Moroccan/Algerian border officially “closed”.  

 - “Guest Worker” agreements signed with various European 

 states 

1970’s-80’s– Beginning of mass migrations of Senegalese and later 

Gambian and Nigerian people to Morocco.  

1975- “Chaotic” decolonisation of Western Sahara by Spain, leaves 

it in Moroccan hands, against wishes of many Saharans who form 

“Polisario” independence army.  

1976– Morocco/EU cooperation agreement 

1986– Spain joins EU. Spanish/Moroccan border becomespart of  

EU/non-EU border.  

1990-1– Spain and Italy create visa requirements for all migrants, 

prior to this it was much easier to enter from African without 

permission 

1991– Spain joins the Schengen agreement, meaning Spanish/

Moroccan borders become part of borders for the whole Schengen 

Zone. 

 -On 19th May 1991 first victims of Schengen border die try-

ing to cross clandestinely   

1992– Morocco signs “Agreement of Return” saying they will ac-

cept migrants deported from EU back to Morocco. 

1993– Erection of barbed wire fence in Ceuta by FRONTEX. 

1994– Moroccan/Algerian Border officially closed again. 
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MOROCCO’S ROLE IN THE BUFFER ZONE 

 The Straits of Gibraltar between Spain and Morocco is the short-

est sea crossing Africa and Europe. 

There are also two cities on Morocco’s north shore, Ceuta and 

Melilla, which are officially part of Spain, an E.U. country.  

This means that Morocco is also the only place in Africa and the 

Arab world with a land border with the E.U.  

These geographical factors make Morocco one of the most im-

portant countries for African migrants to pass through to get to 

Europe.  

Because of this the Moroccan State has been given millions of eu-

ros by the E.U. over the past two decades to cooperate with the 

Fortress Europe Buffer Zone policy. 
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BUFFER ZONE AROUND THE FORTRESS 

In 1995  E.U.  North African and Middle Eastern leaders began the 

“Barcelona Process”. This is a plan to create a “buffer zone” in be-

tween the external borders of Europe and the regions where most 

non-European migrants come from: Sub-Saharan Africa and vari-

ous regions of Asia. 

  The E.U. regularly pays these “buffer zone” countries millions of 

euros to try to prevent migrants passing through them on the way 

to Europe. This protects the E.U.’s border with a level of violence 

that would be embarrassing for the supposedly “democratic” Euro-

pean countries to have to use themselves.  

The “Barcelona Process” is also about creating, one day in the fu-

ture, a Euro-Mediterranean Free Trade Area (EMFTA), which 

would remove all barriers to trade between the E.U. and the North 

African, Balkan and Middle-eastern states on the Mediterranean.  

EMFTA would create massive opportunities for European corpora-

tions and the non-EU Mediterranean countries’ leaders to profit 

from extreme exploitation of those countries resources and work-

ers. This is another reason why those leaders cooperate with the 

EU’s anti-immigration policies.  
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1995– Ceuta and Melilla given status of Autonomous Cities, reinforc-

ing that they are officially part of Spain. 

 -Barcelona Agreement signed between EU and other Mediterra-

nean leaders to cooperate on border control and free trade.  

1996– border fence created at Melilla 

 - Morocco signed Euro-Mediterranean Association Agreement as 

part of Barcelona Process.  

1999– first collective storming of border by migrants—500 enter! 

 - Infrared cameras and Razor-wire added to border fences 

 -Morocco declared “buffer zone” at Tampere summit 

2002– small dispute between Spain and Morocco over Island of Perejil. 

 - SIVE radar system introduced to Straits of Gibralter 

2003– December– Morocco agrees to full cooperation with Spain after 

31 Moroccans die trying to cross Straits. 

2004– EU pays for extra coast guards to stop migrants 

 -Florence summit introduces “transit procession centres” or 

“detention centres” or “migrant prisons” against Geneva Convention 

2005—September– 5 killed and 100 wounded in mass storming of 

fence at Ceuta 

 -October- 6 die in mass storming of fence at Melilla 

 -in response, huge crackdown, 3600 black migrants deported, 

after being hunted down in desert 

 - increase in boat crossings (sea map, FUS 3) 

2006– EU pays 70 million Euros to Morocco to update migration strat-

egy after 2005 events at Ceuta and Melilla create headlines. 

 -FRONTEX paid 40 million to reinforce Fences, Launch Hera 2 

 -Another mass storming at Melilla leaves 3 dead 

2009— Spain creates new immigration bill which means migrants 

who make it past fences at Enclaves still can’t legally enter the rest of 

Spain/EU 
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Map 

Map of Fucked Up Situations for 

Migrants in Morrocco  
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